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Поради локдаун от COVID-19 и новите правила
от и за всяка държава, всички СЪБИТИЯ, които се
рекламират в 3/2021 брой на онлайн списание за
Текстил, облекло, кожи и технологии е възможно да
бъдат с променена дата или отменени!!!
За всяка постъпила промяна, може да прочетете
в секция ”Изложения” на сайта.
БЛАГОДАРИМ ВИ ЗА РАЗБИРАНЕТО!
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СЕДМИЦАТА НА ВИСШАТА МОДА ЗА СЕЗОН ПРОЛЕТ/ЛЯТО 2021
Проф. д-р Мария Блажева

HIGHER FASHION WEEK FOR SEASON SPRING/SUMMER 2021
Prof. Maria Blajeva Ph.D.
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Днес модата е в сложно дигитално
упражнение. Модните къщи, като никога са в плен
на екрана. Късометражните филми в сегашната
реалност са единственият начин да се съпреживее
удоволствието и емоцията, която създава висшата
мода. Пандемията принуди, Седмицата на висшата
мода да се проведе с двойно предназначение: колекциите да се представят... и същевременно продават!
От модният подиум в присъствието на малка по
численост публика, до брандовете, които залагат на
онлайн продажбите.
Въпреки здравните мерки, Седмицата на
висшата мода стартира на 25 януари в Париж с
множество екстравагантни колекции от лежерни,
плавни, прозрачни рокли до впечатляващи
геометрични силуети. Фантазиите на дизайнерите
са мобилизирани в действие. Това е времето за
екстравагантност и празничност: време е да се
забрави последната година, която обърна лицето на
света. Една тема която провокира повечето творци е
носталгията по ХХ-те години от миналия век, известни
като „Лудите години“.
Някои от нюйоркските брандове, като е типичен
пример e колекцията си „кабаре“. С нея The Blonds
съблазнява звездите. В моделите преобладават пищни
украси от мъниста, ресни, камъни и други фрапиращи
лъскави елементи. Кристали, пера и пайети се появяват
срамежливо и в колекцията на Chris Topher Kane.
Но каква ще бъде модата и как ще изглежда през 2021
г., никой не може да предвиди, вероятно синоним
на блясък и възстановяване. Ето някои от тенденции,
които ще бъдат актуални през сезон пролет/лято 2021
г:
При роклята се налага конструкция удачна за
тесногръди фигури. Доминират следните тенденции:
рокли със смесени щампи /карета и точки/; рокли от
тюл в пастелни тонове; рокли с гол гръб; рокли по
тялото с презрамки; рокли с огромни обемни, надути
ръкави; розовата рокля от детския, кукленски свят на
момиченцата.
Огромните сака, отново са актуални.Те се комбинират
с мини поли, панталони, рокли или леки, удобни за
носене панталон тип джогинг.
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Романтичната тенденция е представена чрез: дантела; плетива на
една кука; паяжини материи и много трансперантност. В колекциите
доминират девствена привлекателност, идваща от ажурните ефирни
ефекти в блузите, дългите рокли, които играят с прозрачност и с
нежни детайли (цветните, разнообразни, но и леко предизвикателни
флоралните мотиви, както и пастелни тонове).

Впечатляващи са балоните ръкави в романтичната тенденция. Те
придава обем и на най-елементарния модел. В роклите на Loewe и
Simone Rocha, Isabel Marant и Nina Ricci, балонният ръкав подчертава
характер на силуета, и звучи като поезия.

Транспарентността се наблюдава в колекциите на Erdem и Alberta
Ferretti. Играта на прозрачност присъства и при Balmain, Acne Studios,
Dior. Тя присъства в полите, панталоните, блузите, роклите, те
опияняват с мекотата си фигурата.
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Бялата яка е носталгията по ученическата
мода. Над тренчкота на Patou, или в момичешкият
поглед на Rodarte, тя винаги подтиква към множество
възможности за комбинации.
Широките, обемни панталони, както и
джинсите на татко са друг нов акцент. Широките
панталони в седмицата на модата, доминират в
моделите на Louis Vuitton, Chloé, Balenciaga, Chanel и
Hermès, явно е че през следващият сезон модата ще
бъде удобна. Доминиращите силуети при панталоните
за 2021 са: панталон – велосипедист; клин; хартиена
торба; джинсите на татко; диско модел – панталон
искрящ, изработен от ламе. Модата си отмъщава, като
актуализира материи, които блестят и блестят.
Минималистичната тенденция за сезон
пролет-лято почива на максимата „По-малкото е всъщност повече“, добре известен принцип в
модата. Нищо не може да замести изчистения силует.
Минималистичната версия се представят от Emporio
Armani, Gauchère и Givenchy,Chanel.
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Директно над роклята или под гащеризона, сутиенът ще е акцент през следващия сезон.

Дискотечната
вълна
е
отразена в сребърната визия на
Balmain , Burberry и Louis Vuitton.
Тенденцията е определена, още като
„Сребърна“ и „Златна“, най-фрапираща тя е в панталоните с ламе при
Cynthia Rowley; в роклите на Paco
Rabanne или Xüly Bet.
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При аксесоарите привличат
вниманието висулките в избора
на бижута, красивите колани и
блестящи шалове. Има няколко аксесоари, които са хит за сезона.
Тюрбанът на Dior, тънкият колан и
коланът „bold“ на Vuitton. Те могат
да се носят самостоятелно или по
двойки, и повече дори. Твърде дълго
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бе пренебрегван широкият колан. Той се носи върху
почти всички дрехи, фиксира талията, целта е да бъде
видян от всички!

Pantone още през декември миналата година
обявиха модните цветове за сезона. Водещи за 2021
г. са неутралното сиво и жълто. Те се съчетава с почти
всички цветове.

Плоските сандали с каишки захванати в
глезена или с връзки, обувките с каишки и нисък ток
са предпочетените от Chanel. Смелите жени предпочитат да носят отворени обувки с чорапи. Острите отпред обувки също са много актуални. Завързани или
не, това е златната ера на белите квадратни обувки.
Независимо от височината на тока, важното е модела
да е изработен от бяла кожа, комбиниран с мини пола
или рокля на пинафоре.

Цветовете на Pantone
Дизайнерът Isabel Marant1 представи по време на
шоуто си пролет-лято 2021 г., розовият цвят. Той е един
от водещите през тази година, посочен от Pantone.
Isabel Marant показа още и демонстрация от флорални
щампи.
ЕДИН БЕГАЛ ПОГЛЕД ПРИ МОДНИТЕ КЪЩИ В
СЕДМИЦА НА МОДАТА

Модерната чанта за сезона е половин луналодка. Тя е нито голяма, нито малка, формата налага
нов стил с категоричен формат. През 2021 година
чантата през рамо постепенно ще замени квадратната
чанта с дръжки. Актуални са и несвойствено големите
чанти.

Модата ли е тази, с която дизайнерите могат да изгонят
всичките си разочарования от действителността?
Разбира се, и това го доказва Alexandre Vauthier.
С колекцията си „Върнете ни нощта“ той успява
да наложи желаното завръщане към предишния
си живот. Тя е изпълнена с много тържественост
и еуфория. Френският дизайнер отдава почит към
всички парти места, нощни клубове, нощната лудост,
която съпътства модата от десетилетия. Alexandre
Vauthier разработва колекцията си около кодовете на

Изабел Марант е френска модна дизайнерка,
спечелва приза за награда „Де ла Мод“, наградата
„Whirlpool“
за най-добър
женски
дизайнер,
моден
дизайнер на
наградите за
жени на 2020г.
на British Glamour.
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тази паралелна вселена, в един объркан свят, в който
е позволено екстравагантното облекло, пайети, пера.
Свят, в който танците са единственото лекарство.
Колекцията си Alexandre Vauthier режисира сам в
„Le Palace“. Моделите слизат по стълбите с котешки
жадни погледи за предизвикателствата на нощния
живот, украсени със своите хиляди пайети, готови да завладеят дансинга. Силуетите са умишлено
олдскулски, с уголемени рамене, панталоните са

с висока талия до под бюста и в долната им част се
разширяват, пера, блестящи тъкани, ламе, елегантни винили с луминесцентни комбинации. Материите
при моделите са: рокли от кристализирал стреч-трико,
гащеризони създаващи усещане за течен живак, от
ламе, рокля от пух и пух, кадифе от червен лурекс, волани, които се противопоставят на гравитацията, многоцветно болеро, обсипано с кристали - завършващо с
увиването на леторасъл. Колекцията е мистериозна.
Тревожното чувство е водещо в противоречие с
еуфорията, и е естествен въпросът… Има ли начин да
се върне живота преди?

семейно тържество, в буколична обстановка с
растителни арки, леки гирлянди, венчелистчета
на земята. Колекцията“ Пролетната мечта“е
представена от тридесет и два модела, които
минават под арки от цветя. Тези модели изглеждат
истински парижанки, облечени в изискани
шикозни костюми, от сребрист туид, поли от тюл,
многоетажни рокли, вдъхновени от Испания, а
това са танцовалните рокли на Chanel от 30-те

години на миналия век. Тази модата е създадена при
извънредните обстоятелства на Голямата депресия.
Въпреки неблагоприятната околна среда, модата
продължава естественият си ход на развитие. Дали
днес света на модата не преживява подобен стрес.
Пробуждането на пролетта, оживява чрез движението
на детайлите в облеклата. Представените модели:
болеро, дълга раздвижена пола от дантела, бяла
блуза тип маргарита, яке хамелеон със сребърни
пайети, внушителна черна пола от тюл с копринена блуза, бледорозова рокля с множество волани от
жоржет, обувки в два цвята, боти до глезена с клиновидни токове, украсени с фина златна декорация. ПаChanel представи колекцията си висша мода на радът завършва с традиционната булка, която приститрадиционното си любимо място в Grand Palais, га на бял кон, с дълга от крепсатенен рокля с шлейф,
под режисурата на Anton Corbijn. Той засне балета декорирана с бродерия. Бродерията е изработена в
на моделите. Сюжетната линия развива идеята за ателиетата на Lesage, макрамето в ателието Montex,
38
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перата в Lemarié, копчета с бижута в Desrues. Дрехата е със столче яка, ръкавите завършват с обърнати
маншети, нежен воал се спуска до земята. Тя сякаш
е пристигнала от 20-те години на миналия век. Тук
висшата мода влиза в първоначалната си роля: да
подчертава фантазията обгърната в мечтания.
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В продължение на няколко сезона Pierpaolo Piccioli
е художествен ръководител на италианската, модна къща Valentino. Той е един, от тези които се
стремят да възродят висшата мода. За тази пролет и
лято Pierpaolo Piccioli продължава стремежът си към
модерност с изискани силуети: обемни клоширани
поли, обувки кацнали на шеметни клиновидни токове,

в магическата обстановка на разкошния италиански
дворец château de Sammezzano. Разкрива историята
на една гадателска на карти и връзката й с висшата
мода. Сюжетната линия следва геройня в търсене
на идентичност чрез нейните срещи с различни
алегорични персонажи: императрицата, лудият,
колелото на късмета. Пътешествие в пространството
и времето. Режисьорът търси възможността зрителят
да открие, с всеки герой, въображаемите силуети
от висшата мода на Maria Grazia Chiuri. Колекцията
е с пищни плисета, рисувани и печатни материи,
придаващи на силуетите внушителен и императорски
чар. В същия аристократичен дух дизайнерката е
потърсила ролята на отделните детайли в рисунъка

ажурна пелерина върху горска
ягода от лурекс, палто от
кашмир и камилска вълна с
рози, кафтан от слонова кост
на флуоресцентен оранжев
елементи...Колекцията
дефилира в изтънчената,
пищна обстановка на Palazzo
Colonna.
В седмицата на висшата
мода пролет-лято 2021 г.
Christian Dior постави нова
ера, чрез кратък филм на
италианския
режисьор
Matteo
Garrone.
Сюжета
подчертава
мечтателният
почерк на Garrone познат от
кинотворбата му Пинокио.
Филмът разкрива същността
на Christian Dior поднесена по
метафоричен начин. Заснет
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на костюма: квадратното деколте, гръбът с плохи от епохата на Вато
(силуета plus Watteau), характерни за френските рокли от 18-ти век,
с бродирани корсажи, бижутата, обувките тип римски сандали.
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Впечатляващи са: кадифената рокля, ръчно рисувана,
погълната от много сдържаност. Роклята на върховната
жрица решена в златен, бургундски жакард; дрехата
на смърта с плисирана марлена рокля, бродирана с
кристали...

Материите говорят за рафиниран разкош: кадифе,
жакард, ламе, коприна, сатен, шифон с ефирна
прозрачност, напълно отговарящ на идеята.
Лексикалното поле с императорски ноти, подчертава
креативността на Maria Grazia Chiuri.
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FASHION FOR GOOD
LAUNCHES A NEW PILOT PROJECT FOR COTTON FARMING
FASHION FOR GOOD СТАРТИРА НОВ ПИЛОТЕН ПРОЕКТ
ЗА ОТГЛЕЖДАНЕ НА ПАМУК
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FASHION FOR GOOD CONSORTIUM PILOTS RESOURCE EFFICIENT COTTON FARMING
Cotton makes up nearly 30% of global textile production, yet accounts for 24% of global insecticide use and being a
water intensive crop, can require up to 10.000 litres of water per kilogram in its cultivation. Innovation in cotton farming practices is greatly needed to reduce pesticide, land and water use.

Fashion for Good launches a new, two-year pilot project in collaboration with leading brands Kering and PVH Corp. and
leading global textile manufacturer Arvind Limited to pilot a radically resource-efficient cotton farming technology provided by Fashion for Good innovator, Materra (formerly hydroCotton). Materra’s innovative combination of precision
agriculture, environmental control and real-time data tracking facilitate resilience for cotton farming in developing
regions where climate and resources prove challenging for cotton cultivation.
“38% of the fashion industry’s carbon footprint lies with raw materials production, preparation and processing, innovations in this area such as radically resource efficient cotton farming, a staple fibre for the industry, is hugely important.
This consortium pilot project brings together unique expertise from across the supply chain to pilot and ultimately scale
this solution in key regions.” - Katrin Ley, Managing Director, Fashion for Good
In addition to their operational support, Kering, PVH Corp. and Arvind Limited provide the financial backing to enable
the two year project. The project leverages Arvind’s local knowledge and network with a 1.5 hectare farm being set
up in the Gujarat region in India. Fashion for Good initiated and will manage the project in addition to financing the
project through an equity investment in Materra.
“Materra’s innovation brings in producing extra long staple cotton in India, as well as the live production data that will
be gathered throughout the pilot. This aligns with Kering’s goals in both raw materials, which makes up 65% of the
Kering Group’s overarching environmental footprint, and traceability, helping us move towards achieving our goal of
reducing our overall footprint by 40% by 2025.” - Christine Goulay, Head of Sustainable Innovation, Kering
The farm will grow extra long staple cotton, which is often used in more high-end products, and provides the region
with opportunities to explore implementing the fibre that has historically not been grown in large volumes in Northern
India as its cultivation requires specific climatic conditions that are only met in a limited number of regions. The cotton
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generated on the farm, which will total 3 tonnes by the completion of the project, will be divided amongst the three
partners to produce garments that will be made commercially available from 2023.
Testing and adopting leading edge sustainable cotton innovations, such as Materra’s, is central to expanding our sustainable product offerings for our consumers. It’s also an enabler in fulfilling our enterprise-wide commitment to procure 100% sustainable cotton by 2025. We’re looking forward to featuring this cotton in future Calvin Klein products”
- Aksel Parmaksiz, Senior VP Sustainable Business Transformation at Calvin Klein (Part of PVH Corp.)
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RADICALLY RETHINKING COTTON FARMING
“We see Materra’s solution as playing an integral role in our future sourcing strategy. Their technology combines precision agriculture and controlled environments to create a radically resource efficient cotton farm. This results in reductions in water, land use and carbon emissions, as well as pesticide removal. We are excited to be collaborating with
our fellow Fashion for Good partners on this consortium project and look forward to scaling this solution in our supply
chain.” - Abhishek Bansal, Head of Sustainability, Arvind Limited
More than 60% of the world’s cotton is produced by smallholder cotton farmers, around 90% of these estimated 100
million smallholder farmers live in developing countries and
grow the crop on less than two hectares. Under poor management practices, cotton can contribute to over-consumption of water, fertilisers and pesticides. Innovation in farming
practices such as precision agriculture improve resource efficiency and resilience for cotton farming.
Materra’s approach to cotton farming combines precision agriculture and controlled environments to create radically resource-efficient cotton farms. Efficient irrigation, preventing
excess water loss, delivers agricultural inputs directly to the
plant’s root system where they can be efficiently absorbed
and is pesticide-free, using biological pest control to manage pest outbreaks. Farms are equipped with a network of
smart sensors to track data in real-time enabling enhanced
environmental and social assurance.

A Materra, hydroponic cotton facility
Credits: Materra

Over the last 2 years, Materra has run three consecutive cotton trials at their UK test site in Essex. These trials allowed
them to generate their initial cotton growth recipe, create production baselines and run fibre tests with mills. The aim
of this pilot is to test their farming approach in the Gujarat cotton growing region in India. The farm will initially focus
on this region where there are limited solutions for successful pest control and limited success growing extra long
staple cotton.
“We are beyond excited to announce the launch of this consortium pilot in collaboration with Fashion for Good, Arvind
Limited, Kering and PVH Corp. Through this project we will be able to test our farming approach in India, working closely with farmers on the ground to design and implement real-time data tracking. Working with these partners enables
us to draw on a wealth of industry experience, looking to move beyond the pilot to full scale implementation.” - Edward
Brial, CEO of Materra
Source: FASHION FOR GOOD
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HOW TO BEST MANAGE THE WATER IN A TISSUE PLANT ?
КАК ДА УПРАВЛЯВАМЕ НАЙ-ДОБРЕ ВОДАТА ПРИ
РАСТИТЕЛНИТЕ ТЪКАНИ?
TURNKEY TISSUE PLANTS
A substantial supply of water is an absolute requirement to produce paper, and this is the reason why paper mills are
located in places rich in this fundamental resource. Water is in fact essential for transporting, treating and distributing
the fibers, as well as playing a fundamental role in developing the bonds between the fibers themselves in order to
obtain the sheet of paper.
Over the years, great attention has been paid to the environment and to the rationalization of water consumption,
with considerable development in the field of process water recycling (cycles closure) made possible by the technological improvement of the plants. This has resulted in a significant reduction in the withdrawal of fresh water from
the environment (rivers and wells) and, consequently, in the discharges of waste water for the same process water
requirements.
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The use of water and the recovery of white water in Tissue paper production
In the paper manufacturing process that starts from dry raw material, typically cellulose, the water is first progressively
added in the stock preparation phases and subsequently removed in the phases of production of the paper sheet,
which take place on the actual paper machine.
In the diagram below, we want to show the quantities of water associated with a unit quantity of fiber for each phase
of the production process. The fiber, with a fixed quantity throughout the process, is represented by the small orange
rectangles at the bottom, while the rectangles in two different shades of blue identify the quantities of water associated with each single phase. Specifically, the water deriving from the previous phase is represented in light blue, while
in dark blue we have the variation in the amount of water that occurs in the phase itself.

The use of water in the Tissue plant begins in the stock preparation phase with the pulping of the bales of raw material,
by which the cellulose sheets are disaggregated in water in the so-called pulpers. In this phase the proportion between
fiber and water, called consistency, is about 5%. This means that 20 parts of water are required for one part of cellulose.
After pulping, the fibrous suspension, called stock, is transferred to temporary storage tanks (dump chests) which have
the task of “amortizing” the discontinuities of the plant. Downstream of the dump chests, the stock goes through a
cleaning phase by HD Cleaners to separate all the impurities that differ from the fibers in density or morphology. For
45
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the correct functioning of this process, the stock must be further diluted to reach a consistency of about 4%, which
means adding another 4 parts of water for each part of processed fiber.
At this point the stock is ready for the refining process, a very delicate phase in which the fibers are rubbed to give
them volume and anchor points with other fibers, these being fundamental characteristics for their subsequent reaggregation and the consequent formation of a resistant sheet with all the features required by quality standards.
After refining, the stock is transferred to the machine chest, the last storage chest of the preparation process. Upstream of the machine chest, the stock can be mixed, through the use of a static mixer, with fractions deriving from
other processes, such as a second preparation line (in plants with lines dedicated to fibers with different characteristics) or the broke line.
From the machine chest, the stock is sucked in by the stock pump and injected into the inlet of the fan pump, which is
the largest pump in the entire plant. The stock ends up in a large conduit through which the fan pump sucks in a large
quantity of white water from the so-called silo, a large vertical tubular tank. In fact, in the silo, conveyed by the deaeration channel, the waste waters coming from the forming section of the paper machine are collected. These waters are
characterized by the richness of fines (residues of fibers disintegrated during the process) which give them a typical
opaque milky white color.
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The white waters are substantially those that pass through the wire after depositing on it the fibers that will form the
sheet. In the channel and in the silo, the white waters release the air they have trapped during drainage, then they are
sucked back by the fan pump, mixed with the fraction of fresh stock and sent back to the machine. White waters go
through this cycle (silo - fan pump - paper machine - silo) several times every hour and for this reason it is called white
water short circuit.
The function of the white water in the short circuit is exclusively to transport the fibers to the paper machine at a very
low consistency, around 0.3% (equal to 300 parts of water for each part of the fiber), which is necessary to obtain the
correct sheet formation.
At this point the fan pump pressurizes the stock, an operation necessary to ensure it comes out of the headbox at a
speed equal to that of the machine (which can reach over 2000 mpm), and then sends it to the paper machine. Once
arrived at its destination, the stock is released through the headbox in the forming section where the fibers, depositing
on the wire and separating from the white water, form the sheet of paper.
The transfer and pressurization of these large masses of stock in this phase represent one of the most energy-intensive
processes of the entire plant, where small variations in the required consistency can lead to significant variations in
the energy consumption of the entire plant. Using solutions such as latest generation headboxes and Crescent Formers
capable of producing high quality sheets of paper of the same quality by operating at high consistencies can result in
significant energy savings for the entire plant.
In the white water balance, the quantity drained in the forming section and subsequently sent to the silo is greater
than that sucked into the silo by the fan pump. The excess of white water in the silo continuously falls and is collected
in the white water chest, from which the flows necessary for the functions external to the short circuit are withdrawn,
including the aforementioned dilutions that occur in the pulper, in the HD Cleaners and at the exit of the machine
chest. Before being placed into the white water tank, the silo overflow is passed through a special filter to recover part
of the fibers contained in it.
A part of the white water is instead withdrawn from the chest to be clarified in a flotation unit and collected downstream of this in a clarified water chest, which is used for washing felts and wires, operations in which the presence of
fiber or excessive mineral load is unacceptable. In turn, part of the clarified water is withdrawn and filtered through
very thick mesh filters to obtain substantially pure water for more delicate uses, such as felts and wires conditioning by
means of high pressure sprays. Another part of water, coming from the cooling systems of the hydraulic and lubrication units, is instead conveniently used for the dilution of the chemical additives necessary for the process and for the
lubrication of the suction press rolls seals.
Coming back to the paper machine, at the exit of the forming section the newly formed sheet still contains about 6-7
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parts of water for each part of fiber, or 15% of “dry weight” (once the sheet is formed the jargon no longer uses the
term “consistency”). In the next machine section another fraction of water is eliminated with mechanical processes,
first by means of the action exerted by the vacuum in the suction roll and then by means of pressing by forced contact
(nip) between a press roll and the Yankee Dryer. Once these two processes have been completed, the proportion between parts of water and parts of fiber is almost equal, that is, little more than one part of water for each part of fiber.
The vacuum through the felt conditioning suction boxes also has a second purpose, namely the recovery of the water
contained in the felt of the press downstream of the nip, which is reintroduced into the white water circuit and from
here sent to the machine flotation unit for fibers recovering.
The energy associated with the vacuum generation plant is an important fraction of the factory’s total consumption.
Having high-efficiency machines for vacuum generation, such as turbine machines (turbo blower vacuum pumps), can
lead to considerable and continuous savings on the energy consumption of the entire plant.
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At this point in the process, the amount of water remaining in the sheet must be eliminated through physical processes
(evaporation) by heating the sheet until it is almost completely dry. This occurs thanks to the use of the Yankee Dryer
and the active hood that surrounds it. The water evaporated in this phase is released into the environment in the form
of water vapor: this is the “smoke” that is seen coming out of the chimneys of a paper mill.
At the end of the drying process, the sheet contains only 5-6% of water (5 hundredths of a part per each part of fiber),
corresponding to a situation of equilibrium with the environment humidity. As we can see, the drying eliminates a
relatively very small part of the total water with which the fibers came into contact during the entire process. However,
the evaporation process involves a considerable waste of thermal energy, which is supplied by means of steam and hot
air generation systems that are among the most complex and largest in the entire plant. These systems consist of the
steam boiler, which feeds the Yankee Dryer, and the aerothermal system, which feeds the active hood.
Also in this case, small percentage variations in dryness after the press section can correspond to large variations in
energy consumption.
Waste water treatment
As we have seen, beyond the small evaporated portion, most of the water is recycled continuously. During the cycles to
which it is subjected, the water is progressively enriched with chemicals and electrolytes that tend to “poison it” from
the point of view of process requirements. This means that a portion of water must be renewed at each cycle to keep
the characteristics of the total within the acceptable limits. In the absence of alternatives, the renewal must be done
by withdrawing a certain amount of fresh water from the environment and giving back an approximately equivalent
amount in the form of waste water.
The transfer to the environment normally takes place through the collection of the water expelled from the process for
plant needs, such as the waste fractions of the HDCs and scrubbers, those collected in the service drainage network in
all areas of the plant and the residues of the cyclic washing of the filters. These waters, before being returned to the
environment, must be purified in Waste Water Treatment (WWT) plants.
The progressive improvement of these plants (MBBR biological treatment, micro and ultrafiltration) has made it possible in the first place to increasingly safeguard the environment, getting to the point where often the quality of the
water discharged into a river is better than that drawn from the river itself. In addition, the aforementioned improvement has paved the way for the reuse of ever larger fractions of this water within the plant in place of the withdrawal
of fresh water, “closing” the water cycle more and more. In some plants, more than 90% of closure has already been
reached, which in practice means zeroing the discharges and withdrawing from the environment only the amount of
water evaporated during the drying process. However, closing the cycle is not free, neither from an energy nor from an
investment point of view, and therefore must be carefully evaluated case by case in terms of cost-benefit ratio.
The following diagrams show, in a simplified way, the hydraulic balances of plants with respectively “open” and “closed”
water cycles through a Waste Water Treatment plant.
If, in addition to water management and the reuse of this important resource, you are also interested in reducing the
energy consumption of your tissue plant, download our free eBook “How and where to intervene to reduce the energy
consumption of a tissue plant”!
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Fig.1 - “Open” water cycle

Fig.2 - “Closed” water cycle
If, in addition to water management and the reuse of this important resource, you are also interested in
reducing the energy consumption of your tissue plant, download our free eBook “How and where to intervene to reduce the energy consumption of a tissue plant”! at: www.acelli.it.

Source: www.acelli.it
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HOW IS COVID-19 IMPACTING THE FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY?
КАК COVID-19 ВЛИЯЕ ВЪРХУ ОБУВНАТА ПРОМИШЛЕНОСТ?
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HOW IS COVID-19 IMPACTING THE FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES?
Report about the situation in countries-Canada
With the world fast approaching 100 million cases of infected people and with vaccination now in place in several countries, we did a round of conversations with footwear associations across the world to understand what
the current situation of the footwear industry is in their
countries, and to learn where and in what conditions are
footwear stores open.
We first started to hear about COVID-19 a year ago and it
has been part of our conversations and lives since then.
Pandemic, lockdown, sanitary measures, and restriction
of movements became familiar words impacting our routines. Now, as we live the beginning of a new year, and
as vaccination already started in many countries there is
hope that this pandemic might be under control at some
near future. However, for the time being the uncertainty
is significative and most of the countries are still reporting
strong impacts of the pandemic in their footwear industries.
Footwear retail is taking a massive hit. The lockdowns imposed by the governments in the first wave have led to
hikes in unemployment, stores closing for good and stocks
piled up in stores. In Europe, the summer months brought
a new hope as the pandemic allowed some relaxation,
and some holidays and social events took place. However,
soon a second and a third waves stopped any recoveries
and nowadays in many countries all over the world we
have again reports of confinement, imposed curfew or
early closures. In many places non-essential retail is once
again closed, leaving footwear and leather goods stores in
a difficult situation.
For the Shoe Manufacturers’ Association of Canada
(SMAC) the big issue for the local footwear industry is the
fact that retailers filling Chapter 11 are increasing significantly, leaving manufacturers in a tough situation with accumulated debt and with little new orders. “Last November there was a forecast saying that by the end of January
a thousand stores would be closed for good in Canada”,
Denis Falardeau, President of the SMAC told us in a recent
interview.
Manfred Junkert, Managing Director at HDS/L (Federal Association of German Footwear and Leather Goods Industry), tells us that in Germany, footwear companies continue to “operate”, even though many are in “short-time
work”. Retail remains closed until the 15th of February

2021, aggravating cash flow problems for bsuinesses. As
the “Autumn / Winter 20/21 season was below expectations due to the lockdowns”, Manfred now asks for more
“support for the industry”.
In France, for now, footwear stores are open, although
they have to close their doors by 6pm. The problem is the
“drop in demand”. In fact, COVID-19 stimulated the adoption of distance working, with a decline in new acquisitions of smart clothes and shoes. Also, with many social
gatherings non under severe restrictions the business of
formal attire is in a tough situation. A new lockdown might
be announced.
Portugal is living in another State of Emergency, at least
until the 30th of January. Manufacturing activities, as well
as distribution, medical services and security were always considered vital and as such their doors were never
closed. In this new lockdown the situation remains the
same and the industry is operating as usual. Circulation
of materials and products involved in the manufacturing
process is allowed. APICCAPS, the Portuguese Footwear
Association, considers this to be “vital” for the industry.
At the same time, the association is concerned with the
fact that “traditional high street retail is closed all over
Europe”; but looks with good expectation to the online
segment, where the business is growing, “either for companies with their own brand or working with customers
who sell mainly online”.
The Federation of Spanish Footwear Industries (FICE) estimates a fall of 30% in production in 2020. The impact
of the pandemic was also very strong in terms of foreign
trade, with a drop in exports. In Spain, the industrial activity faces an “unprecedented lack of orders, driven by
the international and domestic crisis, with thousands of
sales outlets closed in across Europe”. On top of that, FICE
estimates that “30% of the retail might at stake, and unfortunately, there is very little government support for the
retail sector".
In Italy, the current situation is equally worrying. In the
first nine months of 2020, 101 companies closed, 2 600
jobs were eliminated, and business fell by 33%. The President of Assocalzaturifici expresses "a strong concern for
the coming months". “The sector's resilience is at risk”,
and the situation is particularly serious for SMEs, the
backbone of the Italian footwear industry, points out Siro
Badon. He adds that "the first signs of recovery are in danger of being immediately postponed by a new pandemic
wave".
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We got no better news from Malaysia, as the country is
facing another wave of COVID-19 and is currently under
Movement Control Order 2.0. This is planned to long until
the 2nd of February, but might extend further. Under this
new situation, footwear factories and retailers are not allowed to operate, except for those producing and trading essential products. As the Malaysian Footwear Manufacturers' Association told us in the country "production
of footwear is depending on the festive season; Chinese
New Year and Ramadan is coming soon, but we are not
able to produce and sell”.

Also, with a brighter perspective is the Vietnam Leather,
Footwear and Handbag Association (Lefaso), which tells
us that: “the pandemic is well controlled in Vietnam. The
country felt an impact last year, as according to Lefaso, total 2020 footwear exports reduced by 10% from 2019, and
stand at the same level of 2018. Lefaso has good perspectives for the current year: “The industry is also favoured
by moving production from China. We anticipate a recovery and increase of Vietnam's footwear export in 2021,
with vaccination starting in the US and EU”.

Source: www.worldfootwear.com
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A better picture was reported by China and Hong Kong.
According to William Wong, Vice President of the Hong
Kong Footwear Association, the situation in the territory
“is very much under control”. Obviously, Hong Kong is
feeling the impacts of the global pandemic, especially the
retail business, which is heavily dependent on the touristic activity. In a recent interview, accessible HERE, William
talks about a “bad hit” in the sector given the significant
reduction in the tourist’s influx in the territory. The China Leather Industry Association reported HERE that “the
whole industry is operating, although the overall business

is much worse than the year before”. The main issue for
footwear and leather goods companies is “short of orders”, which is reflected in a decline in exports as “footwear export dropped by 22.4% and 21.1% in volume and
value, respectively. The sales revenue of companies above
the annual sales revenue of 20 million renminbi dropped
by 13.4% in the first 11 months”. A “great loss”, according
to CLIA.
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PRIMALOFT EXPANDS USE OF HIGH PERFORMANCE PRIMALOFT®
CROSS CORE™ TECHNOLOGY WITH INCREASED EMPHASIS
ON SUSTAINABILITY
PRIMALOFT РАЗШИРЯВА ИЗПОЛЗВАНЕТО
НА ВИСОКОПРОИЗВОДИТЕЛНОСТТА НА PRIMALOFT® CROSS CORE ™
ТЕХНОЛОГИЯ
PrimaLoft Expands Use Of Its High Performance PrimaLoft® Cross Core™ Technology with Increased Emphasis
on Sustainability.
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Initial series of Cross Core™ insulations leverage temperature-blocking aerogel used by NASA, providing enhanced
warmth while reducing weight

PrimaLoft, Inc., a global leader in advanced material technology, is increasing the use of post-consumer recycled
content in its high-performance PrimaLoft® Cross Core™
Series, which now includes a stretch version for freedom
of movement. The Cross Core™ platform fuses existing
PrimaLoft® fibers with next-generation materials. The initial line of products utilize aerogel, a highly porous, lightweight structure originally developed by NASA scientists
that acts as one of the world’s best insulators. Beginning
Fall ’21 products in the Cross Core Series will contain up to
90% PCR content, while maintaining their industry-leading performance attributes.
“Our Relentlessly Responsible mission places equal focus
on innovation, performance, and sustainability,” said Mike
Joyce, president and CEO of PrimaLoft. “Our Cross Core
series of technologies includes some of our highest-performing products, to date. It’s important that we marry
that performance with an increased emphasis on the sustainability component. We’ve been able to include much
higher ratios of recycled content and will continue to inno-

vate on additional sustainable materials and processes.”
The current products in the PrimaLoft® Cross Core Series
utilize Aerogel for increased thermal performance. Originally developed by NASA for use in aeronautical applications, silica aerogel is composed of more than 95% air
and is the lightest solid material known to man and one
of the most effective insulation materials.
PrimaLoft engineers have found a way to
integrate aerogel material into the fibers,
allowing PrimaLoft to develop apparel
insulation that withstands the extreme
challenges of outdoor garments. When
Aerogel is fused with PrimaLoft® Insulation, it provides a significant boost in
warmth without increasing weight. This
enables PrimaLoft customers to achieve
both enhanced warmth and decreased
weight, allowing for the freedom to design both highly technical apparel and
fashionable pieces with a variety of silhouettes.
“When we first began experimenting with
the idea of using aerogel in insulation fibers, our focus was on getting the formula
right so that we were delivering a new level of thermal
performance,” said Vanessa Mason, PrimaLoft SVP of Engineering, Insulation and Polymers. “Once we became the
first to crack that code, we knew we needed to continue
to innovate on the sustainability side and find a way to use
as much recycled content as possible, while maintaining
that performance. We’re excited with our progress and
will continue to explore how we can introduce additional
sustainable practices to this technology.”

This unique use of aerogel technology can be found in
several PrimaLoft® products:
PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation with Cross Core™ technology
blends the long-standing pinnacle PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation with aerogel to deliver unprecedented lightweight
warmth, all while using 90% post-consumer recycled material, up from 35% in the previous version.
PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation with Cross Core™ technology
is also now available in a Stretch version that maintains
the same thermal performance characteristics while also
introducing 5% stretch to allow for greater freedom of
51
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movement. This version utilizes 70% post-consumer recycled content.
PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Hi-Loft Ultra with Cross Core™
has a distinctive accordionlike construction that enables
unending loft and quick compression recovery for longlasting, lightweight warmth. Great for use in puffier jacket
silhouettes and sleeping bags, this product now offers
74% post-consumer recycled material.
PrimaLoft® Silver Insulation ThermoPlume® with Cross
Core™ Technology is the next level of warmth in loose-fill
synthetic insulations. By blending each individual fiber of
the small, silky plumes with aerogel technology, this insulation delivers the aesthetic and performance of natural
down with up to 12% more warmth compared to previous
ThermoPlume® insulations. This loose-fill insulation has
excellent compressibility for long-lasting durability and a
water-repellent finish to ensure wet weather protection.
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Products in the PrimaLoft® Cross Core™ Series have been
adopted by more than 50 brands like Maloja, Mammut,
Vaude, Dynafit, La Sportiva, Millet, Bergans, Haglöfs, Norröna, Montane, RAB, L.L.Bean, Sitka, Black Diamond, Patagonia and Strafe.

About PrimaLoft:PrimaLoft, Inc., an advanced material
technology company based in Latham, New York, with
office in Xiamen, China, is the world leader in research
and innovative development of comfort solutions with
high performance insulations and fabrics. The PrimaLoft®
brand, a registered trademark of PrimaLoft, Inc., delivers
feel-good products that are used by more than 900 top
global brands in outdoor and fashion, home furnishings,
work wear, hunting and military applications. With its Relentlessly Responsible™ mission, PrimaLoft strives to balance innovation, performance & sustainability in a pursuit
of a better future. PrimaLoft® insulation was originally developed for the U.S. army as a water-resistant, synthetic
alternative to down. Today, the brand is recognized as
a benchmark for providing unsurpassed comfort in any
condition, while lessening its impact on the environment.
PrimaLoft, Inc. is active in sustainable textile production
through partnerships with the bluesign® system, the International OEKO-TEX® Association, the Sustainable Apparel
Coalition’s Higg Index and the Global Recycled Standard.
Source: www.PrimaLoft.com

НОВИЯТ ДИЗАЙН НА PREACH IT BRAND
Идеята за дизайна “Plague Doctor” до голяма степен е провокирана от настоящата ситуация, в която се намира
целия свят. И по-скоро има за цел да покаже, че човечеството е преживявало и оцелявало в трудни периоди.
Добавихме плъхът и гарванът като противоречиви символи, които да направят препратката, че не всичко
изглежда по този начин, по който бива представено.
Маската на чумния доктор става широко разпространена през XVII век във Франция. По това време медицината
нямала идея, че болестта се разпространява от
микроскопични бактерии. Вместо това те вярвали в
“теорията на вредните изпарения”, като смятали, че
чумата се разпространявала чрез неприятни миризми
от сметища, гниеща плът и други замърсени вещества.
Смятало се, че тези неприятни миризми са способни
да замърсят въздуха и по този начин да заразяват хора
и животни. Поради тази причина, слагали различни
ароматни лечебни билки в “клюна” на маската.
Лекарите тогава вярвали, че носейки тази маска, могат
да се предпазят от чумата, тъй като вдишвали аромата на
билките, а не замърсения въздух. Освен това, “очите” на
маската били покрити с кръгли стъкла, а докторите трябвало да носят черна шапка, с която показвали професия
и статут.
Избрахме 3 цвята за този дизайн: бял, сахара и черен, за да можем да ви предоставим по-голям избор.
Можете да видите по-детайлни изображения на https://preachitbrand.company.site/
С пожелания за добра настройка на ума и позитивни емоции в тези моменти!
Екипът на Preach It Brand
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2021
Southeast Asia Nonwovens and
Hygiene Technology Exhibition & Conference

October 27-29
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Organized by:

Given the impact COVID-19 has had across the globe, ANDTEX organizer E.J. Krause & Associates has decided
it’s in the best interest of all participants to reschedule the in-person event to a new date October 27 – 29,
2021 after consulting with the Thai authority, industry associations and key stakeholders. The rescheduled
event will still take place at BITEC in Bangkok, Thailand.

October 27 - 29

Organized
by: through
“Foreigners who have been vaccinated against Covid-19 will be welcomed with open arms
by Thailand
a new campaign set to launch in Q3 2021” as proposed by the president of the Tourism Council of Thailand to
the government recently. The new October dates of ANDTEX 2021 ﬁts perfectly in Q4.

The pandemic has obviously made business very diﬃcult for all of us. To help you gain more customers and
marketing opportunities, we will hold a virtual ANDTEX event in June this year. Exhibitors will be provided with
a free virtual booth. More details will come in the next few weeks.
For all exhibitors, participation will automatically be transferred to the October dates in 2021. We will be
working closely with you to provide all the necessary support for the change. Please follow the show website
for updates: www.andtex.com
COVID-19 pandemic has striking impacts on most industries. But many sectors in the nonwoven industry
remain strong. To support nonwoven industry players gain more customers and marketing opportunities, we
have added an ANDTEX Virtual event on June 2 - 4, will be invited to visit the virtual event. Exhibitors, buyers,
speakers and attendees will meet with each other digitally before the in-person ANDTEX event takes place in
October. More info the next weeks!
COVID-19 Can’t Stop Our Pace of Development!

www.andtex.com
online www.tok-bg.org
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GREEN BUTTON: HOHENSTEIN IS AN AUTHORISED CERTIFICATION
BODY
ХОЕНЩАЙН Е ОТОРИЗИРАН СЪС СЕРТИФИКАТ
ЗЕЛЕН БУТОН ЗА ТЯЛО
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Textile testing provider Hohenstein has been authorized
by the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and
Development (BMZ) to verify compliance for the Green
Button, a German government certification for sustainable textiles. Now, in addition to certification for MADE
IN GREEN by OEKO-TEX®, a qualifier for the Green Button,
Hohenstein certifies for the 46 Green Button criteria.

cluding Hohenstein and contact them directly.
The Green Button originates in Germany but aims to be a
global seal. In line with the globalised textile value chain,
all companies that manufacture and/or distribute textile
goods can apply for the Green Button.
About Green Button
The Green Button is a
government seal for
sustainably produced
textiles. It sets binding
requirements to protect
people and the environment in the production
process of textiles. A
total of 46 demanding social and environmental criteria must be
met - from wastewater
limits to a ban on forced
labour. The German state
sets the criteria and
conditions for product
and company certification to the Green Button.
Independent inspection
bodies monitor compliance with the criteria.

The Green Button is the German government’s certification label for consumers to identify sustainable textiles. © BMZ
Hohenstein draws on decades of specialized textile testing, certification and auditing. A founding member and
testing body of the OEKO-TEX® Association, the company
is firmly committed to consumer protection and product
responsibility. Green Button applicants can choose Hohenstein as a single partner for the entire process, with or
without MADE IN GREEN by OEKO-TEX® as a pre-requisite.
MADE IN GREEN by OEKO-TEX® is one of the labels qualified to demonstrate compliance with the Green Button
social and environmental criteria. The traceable product
label proves that textile and leather products have been
tested for harmful substances and manufactured in an
environmentally friendly and socially responsible manner.
During the introductory phase, the BMZ will bear the initial assessment costs. After March 1, 2021, companies will
select from the list of approved certification bodies, in-

About Hohenstein
Headquartered in Bönnigheim, Germany,
with 1,000 employees in its branches and laboratories
around the world, Hohenstein has been providing accredited and independent services such as testing, certification, research and development of textile products
and training for more than 70 years. Product labels such
as the Hohenstein Quality Label or the UV STANDARD
801 support manufacturers and retailers in their marketing activities. As a founding member, Hohenstein is
also one of the most important laboratories for testing
within the framework of the OEKO-TEX® labels.
Detailed information
www.hohenstein.com/green-button
https://www.gruener-knopf.de/en/companies
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Under The High Patronage of Mister the Minister of Industry and Mines

INTERNATIONAL FAIR
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MARKETSANDMARKETS™ REPORT: FACE MASK MARKET WORTH $3.0
BILLION BY 2025
MARKETSANDMARKETS™: ПАЗАРЪТ НА МАСКИ ЗА ЛИЦЕ
НА СТОЙНОСТ 3,0 МЛРД. ДОЛАРА ДО 2025 Г.
By type, the respirator type segment of the face mask
market is projected to be the fastest-growing segment
from 2019 to 2021. The primary reason propelling the
growth of this segment is the N-series mask, which are
considered to be the most efficient protection against the
spread of COVID-19.
By nature, the reusable segment is estimated to record
the highest growth in the face mask market from 2020 to
2025.

Get in-depth analysis of the COVID-19 impact on the Face
Mask Market. Benchmarking the rapid strategy shifts of
the Top 100 companies in the Face Mask Market.

By end-use, personal/individual protection is expected
to grow with the highest CAGR in the face masks market
from 2020 to 2025.

Browse
•    99 market data Tables
•    46 Figures
•    186 Pages and in-depth TOC on "Face Mask Market Global Forecast to 2025"

By end-use, personal/individual protection is expected
to grow with the highest CAGR in the face masks market
during the forecast period. The personal/individual protection segment includes face masks used by the general
public for respiratory protection against airborne infections or air pollution. The growth in this segment is mainly attributed to the growing awareness about protection
against probable pandemics and respiratory diseases.
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According to a new market research report "Face Mask
Market by Nature (Disposable, Reusable), Type (Surgical,
Respirator, Others), End-Use (Hospitals & Clinics, Industrial & Institutional, Personal/Individual Protection), and
Region - Global Forecast to 2025", The face mask market is projected to grow from USD 87.1 billion in 2020 to
USD 3.0 billion by 2025, at a CAGR of -48.9% from 2020
to 2025. The market is projected to witness tremendous
growth from 2019 to 2021, followed by a sharp decrease
in the years till 2025. Factors contributing to the exponential growth and then decrease during the forecast period
in the spread of the COVID-19 globally, and the possible
decrease in the spread of the novel coronavirus after the
years 2021. Other factors such as the rise in consumer
awareness pertaining to the importance of face masks,
and the surge in social media marketing to encourage a
positive attitude towards wearing masks, are driving the
demand for face masks globally.

Some of the prominent key players are:
The 3M Company (US)
Honeywell International Inc. (US)
Kimberly-Clark (US)
Cardinal Health, Inc. (US)
Owens & Minor, Inc. (US)
Alpha Pro Tech, Ltd. (Canada)
Ambu A/S (Denmark)
Cantel Medical Corp. (US)
Shanghai Dasheng Health Products Manufacture Co., Ltd
(China)
Medline Industries, Inc. (US)
Mölnlycke Health Care AB (Sweden)
Prestige Ameritech (US)
Makrite (Taiwan)
CNTUS-SUNGJIN (South Korea)
Irema Ireland (Ireland).
By type, respirator segment is estimated to be the fastestgrowing segment of face mask during 2019 to 2021.

By nature, the reusable segment is projected to record
the highest growth in the global face mask market during the forecast period. The high growth of the reusable
face mask segment is majorly attributed to their low cost
and the huge shortage of disposable face mask, globally.
These factors are estimated to drive the growth of the reusable segment in the face mask market during the forecast period.

Asia Pacific is estimated to the fastest-growing region in
the global face mask market during the forecast period.
Asia Pacific is projected to be the fastest-growing market
for face mask during the forecast period. The enhanced
demand for face mask in the growing economies in China
and India, the growth and enhancement in healthcare
infrastructure in South-East Asian countries, the rising
geriatric population in countries like Japan, increasing
investments in the healthcare industry, expansion of private-sector hospitals to rural areas, and rapid economic
growth are driving the demand for face masks in the Asia
Pacific region.
Download PDF Brochure: https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/pdfdownloadNew.asp?id=244623608
Source: www.marketsandmarkets.com
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5th International Dyestuff, Pigments, Textile Chemicals, Digital
Textile Printing, Dye and Technologies Exhibition

24 - 26 November 2022

Istanbul Expo Center
www.interdyeprinting.com

In cooperation with

Organiser

Supporter

Media Partners

THIS FAIR IS ORGANIZED UNDER SUPERVISION OF TOBB (THE UNION OF CHAMBERS AND COMMODITY
EXCHANGES OF TURKEY) IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW NO. 5174
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ONLINE LEARNING, TECHNOLOGIES AND VIRTUAL TEXTILE
COMMUNICATION IN EGYPT
ОНЛАЙН ОБУЧЕНИЕТО, ТЕХНОЛОГИИТЕ
И ВИРТУАЛНАТА КОМУНИКАЦИЯ ПО ТЕКСТИЛ В ЕГИПЕТ
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With the advent of the Covid-19 pandemic, we have
seen that textiles are the material of the future that can
be found in many areas of application. One of the oldest
material, which is still fashionable today, which we do
not think about right away!
With new technologies, textiles fascinate the industry,
designing and developing! Within a year, we have been
victims and witnesses, and we continue to be rapidly
evolving in education, research, industry and the global
economic market.
Times are changing dramatically, innovation in the textile sector is accelerating its processes, so the industry is
growing and needs suitably qualified staff.
Looking ahead and
how the technologies
and virtual communication themselves are
evolving, we present
our Interview for online textile training in
Egypt with Prof. Elsayed A. Elnashar from
Faculty of Specific Education, Kaferelsheikh
University, Egypt.
Image: Prof. Elsayed A. Elnashar

1.Prof. Elnashar how is the training at your university,
almost a year, followed by Covid-19?
-First: We explain the terms (education) and (training)
Education: It shall be from multiple sources by multiple
Medea means
Training: It is through one source, which is the trainer,
who connects and trains the five senses to perform the
work to be trained on.
Online training for preventive conditions, divergence and
distance from (Covid-19) is not really enough to deliver
appropriate training for the five senses in addition to the
emotional aspects to be communicated to the trainee.
2. Do you think that this distance learning form for future textile specialists and professionals is appropriate
and later in time it is possible to have different results
than expected?
-This distance learning model for textile specialists and future professionals (which includes specialized education
and training) of protective conditions, divergence and remoteness from (Covid-19) is not really sufficient to deliver
appropriate training for the five senses.

Therefore, a greater effort is required from the learner to
reach himself to the point where he is first satisfied with
himself with a level and performance appropriate for the
job he wants and this in this atmosphere is a real test and
a challenge to the current global conditions and challenges with the (Covid-19) virus.
3. This is an industry that requires close contact - manmachine-product. What do you think about this complete connection-theory-practice, which had to be applied due to the pandemic?
-Modern scientific theories and applications of artificial
intelligence in the current circumstances, which are considered a true test of scientific and technological progress
in preserving human health, which is considered the most
precious thing in existence.
Why, after direct human contact with the machine, is required. Only machines can be controlled remotely.
As well as using the robot to reach the highest levels of
quality and increase production, and also to avoid the mistakes of the human element.
4. Can we say that Textile Training is like a "self-teacher" and it is not appropriate form, despite the efforts of
teachers?
-From the definition of (training) in the field of textiles,
textile design, fashion, manufacturing technology and
productionas a whole process, which requires an actual
practice to train the five senses of the human being (touch
- taste - visual vision - smell - hearing) in addition to the
emotional aspects to be conveyed to the trainee.
Therefore, remote training is not sufficient to satisfy the
needs of the trainee and his five senses in addition to the
emotional aspects that are required to be delivered to the
trainee.
5. Do you find in the process of your training, the benefits of online learning?
-Student training inside the university takes place regularly in the faculty laboratories (with all precautionary measures taken) with the knowledge that the training groups
for students are very small numbers. As for theoretical
lectures for all students, they are conducted via the Internet (distance education) using the Zoom program.
6. What will affect the shortcomings of online learning
in the future?
-Which will affect the correction of deficiencies in online learning in the future, through the use of advanced
technology and its infrastructure for fifth generation and
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three-dimensional technology in lecture presentations
and the embodiment of the properties of raw materials
through technology ... and the interpretation and justification of the causes of properties in the fields of use .....
which It aims at the need to actually practice to train the
five senses of the human being about which I have already
said above in the interview.
7.Will the demand for training in the specialty decrease
for textiles and fashion by the present prospective students decreaseр, as an unstable future realization?
-Man cannot dispense with food and clothing and consequently the demand for specialization will increase by
whom and for whom possesses technology for education,
training and production by using advanced technology
and its infrastructure for fifth and three-dimensional technology in lecture presentations and embodying the properties of raw materials through technology. The explanation and justification of the causes of the properties in the
fields of use which aims at the need for actual practice
to train the five senses of the human being (feel - taste visual vision - smell - hearing) in addition to the emotional
aspects to be conveyed to the trainee. A person cannot do
without food and clothing etc. Fashion is sought by students (to wear - work - manufacture - and trade) because
of the job opportunities it provides in the fields of training,
design, manufacturing, production and trade.
8. What advice would you give to the current ones students to choose textiles for training?
-It is a study of the global market needs of fashion for textiles business - and trade because of the job opportunities
it provides in the fields of training, design, manufacturing,
production and trade. Gives opportunities for realization,
development of own business. You have the opportunity to
work in large companies, you just have to have the desire
and make sure that this is your specialty for tomorrow.
9. What makes textile training attractive or provocative?
-If the trainee’s desires are satisfied by providing her with
the mental and skillful skills that help the trainee to innovate, in (work - and trade) because of the job opportunities it provides in the fields of training, design, manufacturing, production and trade, diversity and constant
evolution. By studying the needs of the global market for
fashion for textiles.
10. Why is it necessary to train and can you develop and
be productive, thanks to this specialty?
To keep pace with the continuous scientific and technological developments and the continuous competitions in
the fields of manufacturing at home and abroad.
11. Are the new insights in the age of digitalization, Industry 4.0 and the Internet included in the training and
what is your opinion?

-Governments are striving to provide infrastructure for the
fourth and fifth generation technology as much as possible ,,, and are still under implementation.
12. Can your students tell us what they think
about their online learning?-Yes of course
Sma Ibrahim: “Before the emergence of Covid-19, the
main topic was sustainability and scientific and technological progress”.
1- Sustainability consists of four things.
2- Sustainability for education and training.
3- Environmental sustainability and environmental clean
materials.
4- The sustainability of the social system and families' social relationships.
And the sustainability of work with training and education
for efficient performance.
All this contact should be handed over to people working
in light industries and companies. In order to design and
produce products in this industry, as well as in other sectors, of course, many workers need skills.
13. How do you see the "movement" of sustainability in
the light industry today?
-The "Sustainability in Light Industry Movement" Today,
intellectuals in the light industry seek to work and direct
capital towards new applications according to modern
fashion designs and trends to meet the needs of the people. Therefore, sustainability is according to a study of the
dimensions of the local and global markets.
14. Another topic discussed and discussed on a daily
basis is Industry 4.0, which controls not only the equipment and the interconnection, its application, do you
find it innovative and bold in the textile sector?
-The applications of modern technology in the textile sector, The Egyptian renaissance in the contemporary era
was led by President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi, President of the
Arab Republic of Egypt, put the infrastructure for modern
technology for textile industries and the development and
modernization of old industrial cities,,, the establishment
of new cities for textile industries, taking into account the
production and manufacture of technology Locally on the
land of Egypt.
It also discusses in specialized colleges the applications of
artificial intelligence (Robot) that are being tested on to
push them in factories and global markets, to serve the
textile industries.
15. Programs for learning and teaching of industrial industry, do you think they will double in future projects?
-Yes indeed, many colleges have been established specialized for artificial intelligence (Robot) applications.
And also the opening of new programs in modular engineering colleges to keep pace with the times and control
technology
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Remote (Robot), as it is discussed in which tests are being
conducted to push them in factories and global markets,
to serve the textile industries
Also in the Faculties of Applied Arts, Art Education and
Home Economics who apply tools and devices in the fields
of design, manufacturing and production, as well as in
various teaching fields.
Therefore, it will double in future projects.
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16. There are many international exhibitions that are given the opportunity to Universities to participate in order
for the younger generation to get acquainted and make
your choice, as well as get answers to your questions?
Does your university participate in any exhibitions?
-I previously made an international fashion design competition in (2010) between my students and students of
the Ivanovo Textile Academy in Russia, which is currently
Polytechnic University of Ivanovo State, Russia. According
to a scientific agreement between the two universities.
- You previously held an international conference for textile industries “SMARTEX2011” EGYPT.
More than 35 countries attended it and participated in
high-end technology research and exhibitions ... in which
university students in Egypt participated and held art exhibitions and fashion design and many students from many
countries attended.
- You previously held an international conference for textile industries “SMARTEX2015” EGYPT.
More than 30 countries attended it, and they participated in high-end technology research and exhibitions ... in
which university students in Egypt participated and held
art exhibitions and fashion design and many students
from many countries attended.
- A participant in the European Union project Erasmus,,,
with the University of Oradea in Romania.The university
students in Egypt participated in it and held art exhibitions and fashion design inside Kaferelsheikh University in
Egypt.
- In October 2014, in a conference in Bulgaria ... Colleagues
and students from the Egyptian University participated
and held art exhibitions and fabric design ... in Yambol.
We have many international participations and international seminars, so in January 2021 I participated in an
international seminar.
-Invited keynote speaker, For Bharathiar University, Dept.
of Textiles & Apparel Design Organizing 8 Days INTERNATIONAL VIRTUAL SEMINAR ON TEXTILE INDUSTRY AND
COVID-19.
-TOPIC: ,” SELF-REBOOT-MOBILITY OF SELF-CLEANING
ANTIMICROBIAL INDUSTRY ON TEXTILES AND APPAREL
FOR IMPACT OF COVID-19.”, International Virtual Seminar On Textile Industry And Covid – 19, Organizing 8 Days
(04.01.2021 to 12.01.2021), Department Of Textiles And
Apparel Design, Bharathiar University, Coimbatore - 46.
INDIA.

We have many international participations in international conferences. In January 2021, I participated in an
international seminar
-The International Conference on «Tools of national economy and national security regulation in modern global
challenges», that to be held in Khmelnytskyi, November 6,
2020, KHMELNYTSKYI NATIONAL UNIVERSITY,
-Elnashar E. A., Ruda N. E., Zakharkevich O. V., Zasornova
I. O.(2020), “Examples of AR-technology in clothing industry”. The International Conference on Resource-Saving
Technologies of Apparel, Textile & Food Industry conference, Ukraine November 18-19, 2020 on-line , KHMELNYTSKYI NATIONAL UNIVERSITY, UKRAINE
-ELSAYED A. ELNASHAR , (2020)” Green Application of Water Filter of the Remnants from Household Fabrics of Novelties Filtration Theory ”, The International Conference on
international scientific-practical conference “ Resourcesaving technologies of apparel, textiles &food industry ,
which will be held in khmelinitsky, Ukraine November 1819, 2020 on-line , KHMELNYTSKYI NATIONAL UNIVERSITY,
UKRAINE
-ELSAYED A. ELNASHAR , LARYSA LIUBOKHYNETS , NATALIIA TANASIIENKO (2020)” ANALYTICAL STUDY OF BUSINESS MODELS IN FASHION THEORY STRATEGY FOR GLOBAL MARKETING”, The International Conference on «Tools
of national economy and national security regulation in
modern global challenges», that to be held in Khmelnytskyi, November 6, 2020
-Elsayed Ahmed Elnashar(2020)” Novelties Filtration
Theory of Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry in
Volume Nanotube of Cotton Filament of Layers Woven
Fabrics”, The International Conference on Technics, Technologies and Education ICTTE 2020 online on November
4-6 2020. ICTTE 2020 is organized by Faculty of Technics
and Technologies of Yambol, Trakia University of Stara
Zagora, Bulgaria. Information in details is available at the
officcial site of ICTTE 2020: http://ictte.eu
17. In your opinion, what new education does the sector
need to offer to the new generation?
-Education for the textile sectors needs to start early in the
basic education stages of technological foundations
Maximizing the value of innovation.
- And the trend towards technical education as an important source and tributary in the technical, engineering and
textile sectors.

Thank you for your time!
Be healthy today and even healthier tomorrow!
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MICAM 91 MILANO DIGITAL SHOW
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THE MICAM MILANO DIGITAL SHOW IS BACK ALL THE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND KNOW-HOW
OF MICAM AVAILABLE ONLINE

MICAM Milano is ready to return in digital form: from 8
March to 8 May the virtual doors of the MICAM Milano
Digital Show will open once again, with the aim of offering
dealers from all over the world a comprehensive and solid
platform on which to do business. Following the first
edition in September, which was attended by over 2500
international buyers and showcased 154 brands and over
53,000 products, the forthcoming MICAM Milano Digital
Show will present trends for F/W 21/22 and all the latest
developments in the quality footwear sector.
The MICAM Milano Digital Show provides brands and
buyers with a platform enabling them to meet and
communicate with each other easily and effectively.
Buyers will be able to browse collections in a user-friendly
environment, ask to be connected with the brand, choose
between linesheets and product catalogues, personalise
and finalise orders directly on the platform. International
footwear brands, for their part, have privileged access
to MICAM Milano’s worldwide community and can take
advantage of its promotion channels to acquire new
contacts, invite clients directly to the platform and use the
most advanced digital management tools to customise
their products. An experience that is entirely geared
towards facilitating business.
For Siro Badon, MICAM and Assocalzaturifici Chair: “The
situation is still difficult but we have to try and seize
the opportunities. As MICAM, and in our role as an
Association, we intend to continue to stand alongside
footwear companies through the MICAM Milano Digital
Show. We are working on enhancing content thanks to
MICAM X and on making the platform easier to use by
guiding buyers and exhibitors step-by-step. The platform
has rapidly become a virtual meeting place for the world’s
footwear community. The pandemic – Badon goes on to
say – has in actual fact helped to accelerate digitalisation
in our industry and update the way we do business. At the
same time, we are fully aware that we cannot abandon the

traditional physical trade fair because physical contact, inperson interaction between buyer and supplier is a vital
aspect of our business. In fact, we are already working on
a new, traditional edition of MICAM, to be held from 19 to
21 September: an event that has always represented the
best of madein-Italy proudly and vigorously, and which I
am confident will mark the beginning of a new era, a fresh
start for the footwear industry worldwide”.
Alongside the range of merchandise on offer, there will
be no shortage of virtual, highcontent events, thanks to
MICAMX, the MICAM laboratory dedicated to innovation
and cutting-edge ideas in the footwear world. MICAMX
will complete the virtual experience offered by MICAM
by representing an ideal bridge between the industry’s
present and future and by enabling all those involved in
the supply chain to share their know-how.
Prominent speakers and leading experts will discuss
sustainability, new trends and materials in a packed
calendar of meetings, workshops and events which will
animate the MICAM Milano Digital Show from 8 March
to 8 May 2021.
MICAM WINS CREATIVITY INFLUENCER AWARD
The MICAM in Wonderland campaign, created for
MICAM Milano by the MM Company with accounting by
Laureri Associates, has received yet another prestigious
prize: an Honourable Mention from the judges of the
IDA International Design Award 2020 “for the excellent
design and extraordinary originality within the ambit of
trade fair events”
To win in the social media world – according to the CEO
of MICAM Milano, Tommaso Cancellara – you need
enticing story-telling: a complex, composite narrative
that accompanies the user, even those working in a B2B
context. Thanks to the shots taken by photographer
Fabrizio Scarpa and the series of short-films directed by
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Daniele Scarpa, we accompanied our followers through a
fully immersive experience, integrating their smartphones
with the physical fair. The aim was to involve the public by
drawing them into the set and enhancing their experience.
The IDA Mention, added to the ICMA Awards gold medal,
quite rightly ranks MICAM as a protagonist and influencer
of the ‘new creativity’.
A SNEAK PEEK AT THE NEW TRENDS
The trends revealed by forecasters WGSN exclusively for
MICAM, provide a preview of the characteristics of the
footwear that will feature in the course of the MICAM
Milano Digital Show, as well as the latest trends that will
be discussed at the MICAMX seminars.
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According to WGSN, while sustainability becomes a
non-negotiable necessity, we try to evade reality by
rediscovering history and myth, but also by exorcising our
fear of the present moment by inventing other-worldly
situations full of characters that would be perfectly at
home on the set of a horror film.
The fashion trends pinpointed can therefore be grouped
together into three main themes: Conscious Clarity,
Phantasmagoria, and New Mythologies.
• A LITTLE LESS FOR EACH OF US, A LITTLE MORE FOR
EVERYONE
Sustainability has become the rule and no longer just a
buzz-word to bandy around, or a concept developed by
some niche brand. Which is why all eyes are on longlasting products that go beyond the concept of seasonality
and trends and testify to a new Conscious Clarity.
In the world of women’s shoes, this value becomes a
guide to the future of design. It introduces a real cult of
moderation and restraint, inspired by the “limitarianism”
theory, which promotes the redistribution of rights and
wealth amongst peoples. Fashion responds to this social
ferment by embracing the beauty of living with fewer
objects: the “less is more” approach will be a feature of
2022. Minimalism will be a must for men as well. Classic,
timeless shapes are revisited using simple materials. The
trend will be towards a quilted effect and silhouettes
reconstructed like architecture.

• HARSH REALITY, YOU DON’T SCARE ME!
The present climate of uncertainty has led us to seek
refuge from reality and everyday life in alternative, even
‘horror-film’ type scenarios that are increasingly reflected
in products. It is the desire for … Phantasmagoria. Aim:
to exorcise our present-day fears, by using aesthetics
and taste to control even the most extreme and difficult
circumstances.
In the world of women’s footwear, details and colours
combine to create dramatic effects resulting in a product
mix that is seductive and disturbing at the same time.
References to all that is mystical also lead to “otherworldly”
embellishments. In men’s shoes the tendency is towards a
baroque style that is never banal, expressed in the form of
luxurious materials and precious detailing that hark back
to the past and create a dramatic effect suitable for dressy
or grand occasions.
• EVERYONE IS THE AUTHOR OF HIS OWN MYTH
Warriors and Amazons, all protagonists of their own
battles and of myths that are rooted in the past and
continue to the present day. Natural materials, together
with the colours of autumn, are at the centre of the
evocative New Mythologies trend: the power of antiquity
influences design, reconstructs myths and legends of the
past in a new era, just as designers look back in order to
project themselves forward.
Antique and worn-looking metals will be fundamental for
this trend. It will be imperative to emphasise the origin,
tradition and craftsmanship of products and work with
artisans to create memorable objects.
But attention will also go to reducing waste and to
sustaining a new aesthetic code based on “makeovers”,
contributing to the creation of new design and business
opportunities by re-using materials in stock.
BUSINESS IN THE FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY GETS GOING
So, far from standing still, MICAM continues to follow
fashion, and goes digital in order to do it better.
The appointment for buyers and exhibitors is from 8
March to 8 May 2021 on the MICAM Milano Digital Show.
#micam #micamtales #strongertogether
Source: http://www.themicam.com/
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